
As your basic information center for details 
about royalty recipients, Author 360° pro-
vides a complete 360° view on all author in-
formation to the various functional types of 
users in your organization with a configu-
rable, widget-based dashboard. It also pro-
vides seamless and fast jump-out function-
ality to other applications of our CRR suite.  

Quick access to all your author information, tailor-made for each user’s workplace and device  

Author 360°

KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS

  360° view of author details: information
center for jumping to other applications

  Central entry point from author perspec-
tive to the CRR area (Contracts, Rights, 
and Royalties) of our software; direct link 
to TEP area (Title Management, Editorial, 
and Production)

Author 360° is directly connected to key 
applications in the area of contracts, 
rights, and royalties, but can also jump to 
Product 360° and thus to the Title Man-
agement, Editorial, and Production area 
of our solution.

Recent activities which have been done 
using the app are stored, and ‘top authors’ 
you work with every day can be bookmarked. 
This application runs on STREAM, Klopo-
tek’s cloud-based platform for optimized 
user interaction on computers and mobile 
devices. 

  Can be used as entry point for all interac-
tions with your royalty recipients, to view 
contracts, to check royalty statements, etc. 

  Bookmarks; recent activities

  Arrange widgets on your personalized 
dashboard as desired
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Arrange widgets to create your personal 
dashboard

The content and overall look and feel of 
every dashboard can be individualized, 
providing high-level to granular informa-
tion based on the needs of role and respon-
sibilities of the individual user. 

The layout of the widgets has been de-
signed to present their content in the most 
efficient way: all the necessary information 
is presented at one glance.

There are four widgets that can be includ-
ed in your dashboard:

Author Taxation
  Displays taxation information for the 
royalty recipient

Contracted Products
  Provides a clear overview of all products 
created by the selected author

Product Involvement
  Lists all the products / contributions a 
royalty recipient has been involved in

Royalty Creditor Details
  Displays the basic information regard-
ing the individual payable accounts 
belonging to a royalty recipient

  Also shows whether the royalty recipi-
ent receives their royalty statements 
electronically (in Authors Online or by 
email)


